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Longwood Falls in
CVAC Tournament Final;
See page 12
End Season 35-9
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Fire Questions Curry's Safety
by DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

A fire occured in the basement of Curry Residence Hall
during the early hours of
Tuesday, April 22.
Greg Anderson, ninth floor
Resident Assistant, alerted
campus police and pulled the
fire alarm at \ :55AM after
smelling smoke on the floor.

No one was hurt during the
fire, although many residents
complained of sore throats due
to smoke inhilation.
Dee Rowan, Resident
Education Coordinator of
Curry, stated, " I was very
pleased with my R.A. staff.
They did a very good job getting the residents out of the
building and keeping them
calm while they waited
ouside."

The fire began in the basement and spread through the
trash chute, filling all of the
floors with smoke. Police have
found no specific cause for the
fire.
Safety in Curry has been
questioned lately due to the
dormitory's lack of sprinkler
systems and the Farmville Fire
Department's lack of proper
equipment to reach the upper
floors of the building.

Freshman Scott Price has fun after his first match of Oozeball

Area High I
Spring Weekend
Schools
Entertains Students
Compete in
and Alumni
Piedmont
District
Envirothon
by DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

Longwood's annual Spring
Weekend, sponsored by Lancer
Productions, was held April 18
and 19 at Lankdord Mall.
Many festivities occurred
over the weekend, including the
tenth annual Oozeball tournament, sponsored by the
Longwood Ambassadors. This
year's winning teams were:
Men's Division - Dirty Dogs;
Women's Division - Therapeutic
Recreation Organization; Co-ed
Division - Theater Freaks.
Another highlight was the
Spring Weekend Chili CookOff, sponsored by the Aramark
Dining Services. This year's
Chili Cook-Off winners were
first place, Sigma Kappa; second place, Freshmen Class; and
third place. Delta Sigma Pi.
Other activities at Spring

Weekend included booths from
many organizations including'
"100% Recycled" t-shirts by
Lancer Productions, endangered
cougars from Meadow Brook;
Farm with LEAF, temporary
tatoos by Unity Alliance, sand art
by the Biology Club, and candles
by Kappa Pi. Entertainment for
Spring Weekend was provided by
Uncle Mingo and Puddleduck.
Many students had a blast
playing Laser Tag and jumping on
the Bungee Trampoline, while
others enjoyed the Old Time
Photos and Video Photo Buttons.
"1 really had a lot of fun at
Spring Weekend. My roomate
and I got our pictures taken at the
photo buttom booth, and I tiedyed a t-shirt for myself," said
Carey Seery.
Spring Weekend offered students a chance to celebrate the end
of the school year before concentrating on up-coming exams and
graduation.

by REUBEN SKYE ROSE
Guest Writer
Tf~l ight teams of area
§~i'
high school students
JLmJ
participated in the
Piedmont Soil and Water
Conservation
District's
"Envirothori" March 21.
The Envirothon tested the
students' knowledge of conservation and good stewardship.
Special guests, Alexandria
Libby Bourne, Chief Deputy
of
the
Department
of
Conservation and Recreation
and Barry Hughes, Field
Operations Manager of the
Department of Conservation
and Recreation, both encour-

Earth Team volunteer & Longwood Student, Theresa Gregory, presents Larry Makes, Jr. with * com memo rative frame d print of his tee• sWrt design far the 1997 ES.W.CD. Envirothon

aged the youth in their pursuit
and studies of conservation.
The following schools
were represented with two
teams per school: Prince
Edward County High School,
Fuqua School, Nottoway
Couaty High School, and
Amelia Academy.
The contest consisted of
six categories: Pesticides,
Wildlife, Soils, Aqautics,
Foreftry, and a Group Oral
Presentation. Team "D" from
Nottoway High School scored
first place in Pesticides, with
Team "G" from Fuqua School
placing second. In Wildlife,
Team "G" from Fuqua School
won first place, as Team "H"
from Fuqua School scored sec-

ond place. Team "A" from
Prince Edward County High
School won first place in Soils,
with Team "D" from Nottoway
taking second. Aquatics was
won by Team "H" from Fuqua
School, and in second came
Team "F' of Amelia Academy.
Team "H" from Fuqua School
took first place in Forestry,
while Team "G" from Fuqua
placed second. The final challenge, the Oral Presentation,
was won by Team "G" from
Fuqua School, followed by
Team "H" from Fuqua coming
in second place.
Overall, third place went to
Team "A" from Prince Edward
See ENVIROTHON page 5
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EDITORIALS
Letters to the Editor: Organization
Loses Faith in SGA During Hearing
Dear Rotunda Staff and
Longwood Students,
I am a representative for an
academic club on campus, and I,
as well as others, have noted a
problem with the SGA senate.
My club president and I went up
to the senate for our budget allocation for the next academic year.
While we presented our proposal
in front of the senate, we noted
several things that the SGA officers did that were extremely
disrespectful.
Several of the officers
acted discourteous to us by giggling while I was conversing
about next year's budget. Also,
some of the officers did not pay
attention to us and seemed to find
more interesting things to concern them, like the paing peeling

from the walls. They interrupted
us with questions before we
could finish answering the first
one. Some of the officers were
yawning and seemed very sleepy.
Do I put people to sleep when I
talk? I know that that is not true,
and it was still early in the
evening.
This is about RESPECT
and HONOR; two of the primary
pillars that support and
strengthen the Longwood community. Not only have I and my
entire organization felt dishonor,
we have also lost some of the
faith in the SGA. I cannot even
sign my name or my organization
for fear of reprisal from the SGA
by cutting our budget for next
year. Does the SGA think they
are so powerful that they can be-

have anyway that they want to
with the students?
I and all of you know that
the SGA is an important function
for the school to delegate student
activities. For the most part they
do a good job. However, like
every organization and governing
body, they must uphold the values that a college, a state, and a
nation stands by.
I and my entire organization thank you for your time to
read this letter. You have served
us much honor and respect.
Anonymous
Editor's Note: I am quite aware that because
this is the last newspaper of the semester, the
SGA will not be allowed a response to this
letter. Had the letter contained who the
organization was. a meeting between the two
organizations could have been arranged and
the problem might have been solved.

The Rotunda, a student newspaper at Longwood College, is published weekly during the school
year (except on holidays and exam periods and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,
Virginia.
All stones, advertisements, and photographs must be submitted by noon Friday in order to run in
Monday's paper. The Rotunda will not accept any late stories.
If you wish to have a story covered, please contact the office and allow a week for most assignment
to be given to a staff writer. In case of extenuating circumstances, accomodations may be made. The
offices of The Rotunda are located in the Lankford Student Union, Room 142. The office phone number
is (804) 395-2120. Office hours are posted.
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and should be mailed to Box 2901 and should be addressed as
such. They must be typed and received by noon Friday in order to be published in the Monday edition. All
letters are subject to editing, and signatures are required. Any person wishing to have his/her name withheld from the letter may request, in writing, to withhold the name at press. Letters may be printed at any
time and some will be responded to by the Editor.
The Rotunda does not discriminate based on religion, sex, ethnic background or handicap. All
inquiries should be directed to Michael P.H. Young, Editor-in-Chief.

The Rotunda Newspaper Executive Staff
Michael P.H. Young
Deitra N. Nance
Melanie Barker.
Jarrett Haas
Michael Huey.
BethCrispens
Jeremy Glesner.
Heather Whitacre
Jeff Dingeldein

Editor-In-Chief/Sports Editor/Co-Business Manager
Assistant Editor/News and Editorials Editor
Chief Copy Editor
Entertainment and Features Editor
Layout Manager
General Manager
Advertising Manager
Photography Manager
Advisor
Staff Writers

Cali Adams ♦ Jeromy French ♦ Wendy Kirkpatrick ♦Whitney McDaniel ♦
Sylvia Odell ♦ Shelly Perutelli ♦ Saryna Somerville

lowland College Leadership and
Involvement Award Recipients
Fmhr»an I'ader Awards - Bryan Gabriel Bryant, Jeromy Hart French, Chasit)'
LaSane Joyner, Stephanie Danielle King
FredO. Wveal Scholarship - Mariellen Marie Mory
Cjfctr 'eadfr Awards ■ Mark Christopher Bodie, Amy Rene Bradley, Eve Marie
Butler. Jennifer Brooks Hargrett, Kimberly Lelia Jeffress, Heather Renee McAllen,
Andrea Anne Mink, Michele Leigh Noell, Tiffany Nicole Shelton, Carey Ashby Seery,
Jeffrey Lynn Wells
Civility - Arquena Shervon-Yel Dailey, Sara Clark Davis, Susanne McCordHill, Karen
Adelyn McComb, Heather Lynne Miller, Mania Osorio, Christine Joyce Roberts.
Eric Ray Thompson, Marisa D. Wheeling, NAACP
IjtngwoodDininf Awards - Freshmen: Keith EricAutry, Martha Danielle Baskerville,
Tyler Brian Collins, Christie Anne McDaniel, Kristie Leigh Roundtree; Upperclass:
Christy Lynn Carneal. Elizabeth Rebecca Crispens, Marc Mroczkowski, Charles
Edward Vaughan, Leigh Ann Young
Rotunda Awards ForBuildinf Community - Karen Russell Adams, Andrew Thomas
Brock, Raissa A. Czemerynski, Katharine Ovella Easter, Virginia Kathleen Eaton,
Renee Marie Favire, Jennifer Lee Gomer, Robert Holloway Gray, Stella Gyapong,
Whitney Erin Light, Holly Lynn Loveless, Kevin Eugene Morris, Eileen Marie
O'Connor, Amy Luann Riley, Laura Marie Shelton, Arthur Lee Wiggins III, Timothy
Cleveland Wright
Recognition for Students Who Have "Made the Diffennce''in Student Organizations
- Tabatha Adelle Adkinson {Baptist Student Union), Natasha Helene Benenson (Alpha
Phi Omega), Amy Rene Bradley (Social Honors Acad. Res. Env.), Paul Lee Branson
(Sigma Phi Epsilon), Andrew Thomas Brock (Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia), Ruth Marlene
Compo (Cox Hall Council), Raissa Atena Czemerynski (Therapeutic Recreation
Organiztion), Jeremy Dion DiMaio (Judicial Board), Tiara Nicole Fisher (Coffee
House), Allyson Marie Goin (Orientation Leaders), Elizabeth Anne Goodman (Delta
Zeta). Theresa Anne Gregory (The Gyre), Jennifer Nicole Hall (Women's Basketball
Team), Jammie Nickole Jackson (Longwood Forensics), Denise Elizabeth James
(Sociology/Anthropology Club), Lucy Porter Jones (Alpha Gamma Delta), Whitney
Erin Light (Kappa Delta), Amy Jo Lindamood (Residence Hall Association), Anna
Christine Long (Wesley Foundation), Jay Robert Maizel (Rugby), Ellen Lea Masters
(Ambassadors), Gregory Richard McCamey (Phi Kappa Tau), Keli Leigh Miller
(Wheeler Hall Council), Alyson Tucker Morris (Women's Volleyball Club), Deitra
Nicole Nance (LEAF), Robyn Denise Philyaw (Alpha Delta Pi), Erika Heidi Schiff
(Zeta Tau Alpha), Heidi LeAnne Settle (Council for Exceptional Children), Laura
Marie Shelton (Physical Education Majors Club), Courtney Scott Tucker (Council for
Exceptional Children), Stephanie Noelle Wheeler (National Student Speech Language
and Hearing Association)
Commuter Student Awards - Contributions to Commuter Life: Brandy Ann Voelker
Arms. Amanda Kay Wickizer; Most Promising New Commuter: William Edward
Blanford, III, Joy Elizabeth Ttmberlake
Volunteer Effort and Community Servire - Annn M,IU<n AnA,r™ Sherry Ann Juanga
Acuesta, Stephanie Lynn DeVenny, Leslie Diane Klepec, Jennifer Lynn Webb, Alpha
Phi Omega Big Sibling Program
Student Organiration Awards
Most Spirited Organijatwm.- BASIC Gospel Choir, Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
Mortar Board, Orientation Leaders
Most Creative Onanbniinn - Lancer Productions
Best Membership Recru_itmm( - Ambassadors
Most Effective Communication - The Rotunda
BtSt New Student Onam,ntim. LEAF TREK Unity Alliance
Most Outstanding Program - Project Tina, Take Back the Night
Most Improved Qreanj;at\Qns_- Cox Hall Council, Freshman Class
Honor Awards. - Ridley Penn Bain, Lisa Catherine Dimino, Jennifer Nicole Hall,
Andrew Joseph McClellan, Davin SeanONeill. Devon Cristina Wargo, Robert Bernard
Wilson
Jom of Arc Awards for Vi^onm Imdr^jp. Christopher Lee Blauert, Lisa Helene
l-annholt. Chad Shelton Foltz, Angela Marie lacovacci, Steven Dean Jacobson, Deitra
Ntcole Nance. Allison Len Sandberg, Erin Renee Stephens, Steven Leon Turner
Vtans Award, fnr AcaA,^ ^.Tf,.rfnrnf . Forensics Society, Honor Board,
therapuetic Recreation Organization
^Wygftrf^lVflfrf for Most Qiititantline Stud,* nrtanirgtion - Wheeler Hall Council
Vymanautr Contribunr,^ fff /rnpi.ff(Trf Patricia LynnApple, Christy Lynn Carneal,
tammy Renee Covutgton, Abena Jamila Cooper, Jeremy Dion DiMaio, Michael Wayne
oravitt Margaret Virginia Henshaw, Janniece Marie Hill. Denise Elizabeth James,
**™da Paige Robinson, CaOu-rine Blair Williams
^^MOBUOLMOSI Quauindin, CnmrihU(im t1f lmrwo~' ■ Filen Leo
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NEWS
HEALTH SERIES

I Longwood Student Nearly Abducted

Rest Assured: the
Quest for a Good
Night's Sleep
by WHITNEY MCDANIEL
StaffWriter

Fou drag yourself to
bed, so tired you can
barely stay awake. It's
time to relax, to rest your
weary bones, to rejuvenate, to
dream. You set the alarm,
fluff your pillows, turn out the
light and lay back ready to
drift.
Aahhhhh, sleep. You close
your eyes.
They pop back open.
Your brain is suddenly
whirling with thoughts of
undone work, unpaid bills,
low test grades, and difficult
relationships. The harder you
push them away, the more you
try to concentrate on sleep, the
more impossible it becomes.
You change positions. It
doesn't help. Think only good
thoughts. Nothing happens.
Count sheep. Nope. Hours
afterwards, knowing that a
draggy, difficult day now lies
ahead, you finally drift into

restless slumber, only to be
jarred awake by a relenUess
alarm a short time later.
Such a scenario belongs to
most of us at one time or
another. One night, two, or
three nights of deprived sleep
does not permanently harm our
systems. But good, quality
sleep is vital to our well-being.
An estimated 90 million
Americans—one in three—
have
trouble
sleeping.
According to Andrea Warren
in her article, "If You Don't
Snooze, You Lose" (available
at http://www. inlink.com
/-womensrm/articles/sleep.ht
ml), says that the average adult
is "pathologically sleepy" and
that our chronic sleepiness can
cost us billions of dollars and
thousands of lives in places of
employment and automobile
accidents each year due to
impaired attention and reaction
time.
Highway accidents peak
on Friday nights when our

by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor

rhe attempted abduction that occurred
Tuesday, April 15,
has caused many students to
think twice about their safety on
campus.
"I was shocked and mad
when I heard about it. It really
shows that we aren't completely
safe on campus. You can make
programs to make people aware
of the dangers, but things like
this still happen," said Rachel
Leonard, Vice President of
SAFE.(Student Advocating a
Fearless Environment)
A campuswide e-mail message from campus police greeted students Tuesday afternoon.
It recounted the details of the
incident that occurred at
2:30PM as a female student
walked south toward Wynne on
Race Street
The student was stopped by
a man in a white truck who proceeded to ask for directions to a

to

JOB.

Low Monthly Rentals
Residential and Commercial

• Clean & Well Lighted
• Your Lock Your Key
• Monthly or Annual Rentals »Wld«Accasa
• Many Slzaa 5x5 Thru 10x30 • Inaulated UniU
Located at Weu Third StreM

Sec HEALTH page 4

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days! Q?§)
CKDIT.

to PMEir-Sion* to

James Huskey, Chief of
Police said, "We have reason to
believe that he's from the area.
Maybe not from Farmville, but
from the surrounding counties."
The suspect has yet to be
found by police. Huskey strongly advises that if spotted, any
contact with this man should be
avoided, and campus police
should be contacted at once.
Students should use caution
when walking by themselves.
Although this incident occurred
during the afternoon, the
Longwood Nightwalkers are
available for those students
needing an escort to and from
campus buildings in the
evenings.
Michael Bamett from the
LC
Nightwalkers
said,
"Longwood is no more dangerous than any other college community, or any other community
over all. But as with any community, things happen, and the
escort service is one way to
hopefully try to avoid the
increase of these things happening to individuals."

FARMVILLE MINI STORAGE

INSTANT CREDIT
No

campus building. The student
repeated the directions twice
and then turned to face the
building the man was seeking
when he pointed the gun at the
woman and told her to get in
the truck. Screaming "No," the
woman fled to nearby grounds
workers as the truck sped off.
Campus police were immediately notified, as well as the
Farmville Police Department,
Prince Edward Sheriff's
Department, HampdenSydney Police Department,
and the state police.
The perpetrator has been
described as a slightly overweight, Caucasian male in his
late 20s or early 30s with
brown hair and blue eyes. At
the time of the attempted
abduction, he was driving a
white truck, possibly a model
from the 1970s. The truck has
also been described as missing
a tailgate. A composite of the
suspect has been released and
posted around campus. The
suspect is also thought to be
from the area.

392-6163

rimn*»t

YES!

I want Credit Can* ia-edi-tely- 100* OUARANTIIDI
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continued from page 3

mental abilities are slowed
even further by alcohol.
According to the November
19% edition of "Sleep Facts"
(available at http://www.
sleepmed.com/sfl096.htinl),
having three drinks on Friday
becomes the functional equivalent of six drinks after five
nights
(Sunday
through
Thursday) of partial sleep
deprivation.
Michael Anderson, Ph.D.,
a sleep disorders specialist
affiliated with the Sleep
Disorders Center at Saint
Luke's Hospital, cautions the
sleep deprived not to oversleep
on weekends.
"This creates the jet-lag
effect. Your body has its own
time clock and getting an
unusual amount of sleep on the
weekends can throw it out of
sync. Some people can sleep
in and then feel fine, but it
leaves most of us even more
tired and draggy and can contribute to insomnia."
Occasional insomnia can
be brought about by stress,
depression, allergies, hormone
changes in the body, disease,
certain prescription drugs, or
other emotional problems. If
the sources of your insomnia
are unfounded, explore these
possibilities on your own or
see a specialist. Eliminating
the problem will eliminate the
insomnia.
Anderson maintains that a
good night's sleep is possible
for most of us, provided that
we listen to our interior body
clocks and figure out what
works for us.
Anderson strongly recommends establishing a regular
bedtime routine.
"Rituals are important,"
says Anderson. 'They signal
the body that it is time to sleep.
Eat a light snack, brush your
teeth, put on your pajamas, and
then sit and read before you go
to bed. Follow that routine
every night, even if it means
getting to bed a little later than
you want to."
A study at Stanford
University found that moderate exercise associated with
improved fitness also contributes to more restful sleep.
After a 12 week aerobic and

See HEALTH page 5
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Final Exam Question
The Collect Call
What's the only number to use for all your
collect calls that could instantly win you
cool stuff (Hire classy Ray-Ban sunglasses

and Oxygen in-line skates)
every hour, every day?

a) nope
b)nope
»:) nope

d) 1800 CALL ATT
e) go back one

1800 ..

call

The one number to know
for all your collect calls.

AT&T

NEWS
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Mary Kaye Cochran Promotes New Student Involvement
by DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

As Director of the New
Student Program, Mary Kaye
Cochran has the responsibility
of helping new students adjust
to life at Long wood.
One main focus cf
Cochran's job is planning orientation programs for new
students such as Preview,

HEALTH

continued from page 4

strength training regimen, 43
men and women reported
falling asleep faster, sleeping
longer, and waking up less
frequently during the night
man before they started exercising.
"The physiological benefits that accompany regular
exercise may result in the
functioning of some key hormones, including the growth
hormone and melatonin, bom
of which are believed to regulate sleep," says William
Haskell, Ph.D., a professor of
medicine at Stanford who
conducted the survey.
Anderson suggests the
following in curing the occasional sleepless night:
1) Adjust the temperature
and lighting of your room.
2) Experiment with types of
bedding, pillows, and bedclothes.
3) Drink a glass of warm
milk. It contains high levels
of L-tryptophan, an amino
acid that acts as a sedative.
4) Take a hot bath or shower.
It will raise your body temperature and help you relax.
5) Write down the thoughts
and worries that keep you
awake, and formulate a plan
of action to solve your problems. Often you can put
your mind at rest once you
write things down.
"Most of us sleep better
than we think we do, but if
you feel that you truly have a
disorder, you can get help,"
says Anderson. "We have
come a long, long way in our
knowledge of sleep disorders
and disturbances."

S.A.I.L. Week (Students
Actively Involved at
Longwood), and Longwood
Seminar.
"I like to think of the orientation programs as a welcome to Longwood and the
Farmville community.
Orientation is a chance to
introduce new students to
issues concerning them on
campus. It is also a way to
meet people and learn what

college life has to offer," said
Cochran.
One goal that Cochran
would like to achieve this year
is getting commuter and nontraditional students more
involved in orientation.
Cochran hopes to address more
of their issues and needs during
orientaion by having commuter
student orientation leaders and
programs geared toward commuter students.

"Orientation is a constantly changing process. I want all
new students to learn and
enjoy orientation as the first
experience to a successful college career," said Cochran.
Before becoming Director
of the New Student Program,
Cochran worked as a
Residence Education
Coordinator in the
Colonnades. She chose to
work at Longwood because

she liked the small, family
environment Longwood had to
offer and she enjoyed working
with student development. In
the little amount of spare time
that she has, Cochran enjoys
singing in her church choir and
spending time with her family.
Cochran is planning on leaving
the college soon and will be
greatly missed by all the students whose lives she has
influenced.

Examination Schedule. Spring Semester 1997
^^MB^^Tsnjdents having three examinations on one day miy lake one of the examinations during « scheduled makeup period.
^^C
l_f^
The imiructor wotk» out die srrsngtmcnti with the itudent.

^iP^T

TUESDAY, APRIL 29

READING DAY
2-5 p.m.

7-10 p.m.

EXAM DAY/DATE

9 a.m.-12 p.m.

Wednesday, Apr! 130

M/W/F
ENGLISH 051,100,101, CONFLICTS
Manadatory Senior Atseument Surveys* 10:30 i.m.
(M»y St August 1997 graduating seniors)

Thursday, May 1

T/R 2:00 p.m.

M/W/F
11:30 a.m.

T/R Classes with sun dmes between
5:30 & 7:30 p.m. A Thursday Evening Classes

Friday, May 2

M/wTF 8:30 a.m.

T/R 9:55 a.m.

T/R Classes 3:25 & 4:50 p.m

Saturday, May 3

M/W/F 1:30 p.m.

T/R 11:20 a.m.

M/W Classes 3:30 & 4:30 p.m.
Conflicts & Makeup

Monday, May 5

M/W/F 12:30 p.m.

M/W/F
9:30 a.m.

M/W Classes with sun rimes
between 5:30 * 7:30 p.m.
Monday Evening Classes

Tuesday, May 6

T/R 8:30 a.m.

M/W/F 2:30 p.m.

T/R Classes with start dmes 7:30 or later at
Tuesday Evening Classes, Cooflicu A Makeup

• Locadoa of Senior Ammnwni Surrey
DuilinniTri-mrmlfi and Education/1lumen Servkct tradUMM - NEJuc Auditorium
IJbml InHRM treduutt - Wyaal Auditorium
SwdtMlkadun - fact** survsyi tin luparvuori In ik« Acid

M/W Classes
with start rimes 7:30 or later,
Wednesday Evening Classes

_____

—==I—,

ENVIROTHON
continued from the front page
County High School, second
place to Team "H" from
Fuqua School, and first place
to Team "G" of Fuqua
School. Also, the Coach
Award was given to J. Bruce
Cumbie of Fuqua School.
Members of Team "G" from
Fuqua School, Vail Dixon,
Chris Metts, Shane
Newcombe, Jason Foster,
and Matt Campbell were presented with a large first place
trophy and will represent the
Piedmont District at the Area
V Regional and State level
Envirothons. If they win at
the state leve, they will compete at the National
Envirothon in Pennsylvania
in August.
At
the
Area
V
Envirothon, Fuqua will be
competing against teams

from Lake Country, Patrick,
Blue Ridge, and Peaks of Otter
Soil and Water Conservation
Districts.
Regardless of which team
won the first place prize, the
Piedmont District Envirothon
was an educational experience
for all.
In addition to the contest,
Nita Smith and others from the
Nasemond tribe gave a presentation on Nansemond culture
and earth stewardship. In the
midst of an ancient
Nansemond chant, their feet
led their bodies to dancing the
age-old Nansemond dances. It
was a magnificent display of
tradition and culture.
A wildlife presentation was
given by Sherry and Jean
Blanchette of Meadow Sweet
Farm who brought two tamed

cougars—which are an endangered species—to the event.
For those people who have
never come face to face with
two live cougars, it is an
incredible and unforgettable
experience.
During the closing ceremony, two Longwood students, Jennifer Larus and
Ben Leigh, members of
Longwood's Environmental
Awareness Foundation
(L.E.A.F.) announced the
Storm Drain Stenciling
Project, which will occur in
April. Earth Team volunteers
from the Piedmont Soil and
Water Conservation District
will soon be painting many of
the storm drains around the
Farmville area to increase
public awareness of what happens to the water after going

down the storm drains—it
eventually goes into the
Chesapeake Bay.
Thanks to the judges and
volunteers who gave their
time and enthusiasm, this
year's Piedmont District
Envirothon was a success.
The Piedmont District
Envirothon would not have
been possible if not for the
help of all the local sponsors.
As we approach a new
millennium, it is critical that
such projects, like the
Envirothon, give to youth the
knowledge and ability to face
the problems which lie
ahead.
For more information
contact Alecia Daves or Janet
Robinson at the Piedmonl
Soil A Water Conservation
District, (804)392-3782.
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Results From Honor Board Hearings from November-March
Charges - Hon Part III, Sect. I A, Jud
I la. Decisions - Responsible on both
charges; Sanctions - DP • 3 semester/
work assignment: OCTAA, 25 hrs. community service, apology letter
Charges ■ Hon. Part II, Sect IA and IB;
Decisions ■ Responsible on both counts;
Sanctions - DP-3 semesters/work assignment clean Fraier lobby furniture
and entire 3nl floor study lounge
Charges - Hon. Part I, Sect. 3A; Decisions - Responsible; Sanctions - Work
assignment: 65 hours community service, if not done by due dale, Immediate
Suspension
Charges - Hon. Part III, Sect. I A, Jud
I In. Decisions - Responsible on both
charges; Sanctions ■ DP-2 semsters/
work assignment: bulletin board
Charges - Hon. Part III, Sect la, Jud
I la, Jud I Id (ale. on freshman floor);
Decisions - Not responsible for Honor
charge. Responsible for Judicial
Charges; Sanctions ■ Admonition/Work
Assignment: Bulletin Board
Charges - Hon Part II, Sect IA and IB;
Decisions ■ Responsible on both counts;
Sanctions - DP-3 semesters/Work assignment: clean entire Frazer lobby furniture and entire 3rd floor study lounge
Charges - Hon Part I, Sect. 3A; Deci-

sions - Responsible; Sanctions ■ Suspension -1 semester
Charges - Hon Part III, Sea I A, Jud
11 a. Decisions - Reponsible on both
counts; Sanctions - DP-4 semesters/
work assignment: OCTAA, Paper
Charges - Hon Part III, Sect. I A, Jud
I la aiull^ftH^uLonfrrshm^dLMin
Dettsj^p- £fliac*uNr on
sw
sign

Charges -Jud 38a; Decisions -Responsible; Sanctions - Admonaon

charges: Sanctions - DP-3 semesters/
work assignment: paper (with interviews)
Charges ■ Jud 38a; Decisions - Not Responsible

Charges - Hon. Part II, Sea I A; Jud
12b; Decisions - Not Responsible for
Honor Charge, Responsible for Judicial

Charges - Hon Part II, Sect I A, Jud
9a; Decisions - Responsible on both
charges; Sanctions - Suspension-1 se-

semesters/work assignment: create paper signs in ARC to display

l* Hd

1££2Z!?2£M

lit

Charges
tweet
sums Sanctions •
graduntion/work assignmenW35
community service, paper
views)
Charges ■ Hon Part III, Sea. 1A, Jud
14b, Jud 15a, Jud 38a; Decisions Responsible on all charges; Sanctions DP-graduation/admonition/work assignment: 2 papers (with interviews),
create signs
Charges ■ Hon. Part 11, Sea IB; Decisions ■ Responsible; Sanctions ■ Admonition/work assignment: create an inventory of furniture in study lounges and
lobbies in Curry and Frazer
Charges Hon.PartII,Sea. lAandlB,
Jud 12a, Jud 12b. Jud 32c; Decisions
- Responsible on Honor Charges,
ResponibleonJud 32c, Not Responsible
on Jud 12a and 12b; Sanctions - DP-2

- Responsible on Honor Charges, Not
Responsible for Judicial Charges; Sane-

Charges - Jud lid (open container);
Decisions ■ Responsible; Sanctions DP-1 semester
Charges ■ Hon. Part 11, Sea IB; Decisions - Responsible; Sanctions - DP-2
semesters/workassignment: create signs
Charges ■ Hon. Part 11, Sea IA and IB,
Jud 12a, Jud 12b, Jud 32c; Decisions
■ Responsible on Honor Charges,
ResponibleonJud 32c, Not Responsible
on Jud 12a and 12b; Sanctions ■ DP-3
semesters/work assignment: create an
inventory of furniture in study lounges
and recreation lounges in ARC
Charges ■ Hon. Part 111, Sea IA, Jud
38a; Decisions ■ Responsible on all

esand
Not Responsible on 23a; Sanctions ■
DP-1 semester/work assignment: hall

'ud. lid (open container);
Decisions - Responsible; Sanctions DP-1 semester
Charges - Hon. Part 111, Sea IA, Jud
35a; Decisions ■ Responsible on both
charges; Sanctions - DP-graduaaon,
Admonition/work assignment: rewrite
all Honor Charges and Judicial Charges
in own words, paper (with interviews)
Charges - Hon Part II, Sea IB; Decisions - Responible; Sanctions - Work assignment: 5 hrs. community service
Charges - Hon Part I, Sea IB; Decisions - Responsible; Sanctions - Suspension -1 semster
Charges - Hon Part 11, Sect IA; Deci-

sions - Not Responsible
Charges ■ Hon Part III, Sea IA, Jud
lid (open container), Jud 19a; Decisions - Responsible on Honor Charge
and Judicial Charge 19a, Not Responsible on Jud lid; Sanctions ■ DP- 1
semster/work assignment: 10 hours
community service, apology letter, paper (with interviews)
Charges - Hon. Part II, Sect 1C; Decisions-Responsible; Sanctions-Suspension -1 semester
Charges - Hon. Part III, Sea IA. Jud
5a, Jud 14b, Jud. 35a; Decisions ■ Responsible on Honor charge, Jud 5a, Not
Responsible on 14b, 35a; DP- graduation/work assignment: 30 hrs. community service, paper, hall program
Charges - Hon. Part II, Seal A and IB;
Decisions - Responsible on all charges;
Sanctions - DP- graduation/work assignment: create signs
Charges - Hon Part II, Sect IB; Decisions - Responsible; Sanctions - Work
assignment: 5 hrs. community seervice
Charges ■ Hon Part II, Sea IA; Decisions - Not Responsible
Editor's Note: Due to spacing
restricitions, this is only a partial Hst
Therewerea totdof38submitted.
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There's More. Your KAV1 Can Be A 2-Door Or 4-Door, A Front-Wheel
Drive Or A4-Wheel Drive, On-Road Or Off-Road With Room For Up
To 5 And Cargo. Too.

TOYOTA RAV4 .. . IT'S OUT THERE AT YOUR
TOYOTA DEALER NOW!
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All-Around Superb Performance Surf's Up! Surfer
in The Mikado Makes Late
Mel Looks Into
Professor's Dream Come True
Alien Abduction
by JARRETT HAAS,
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Few people may have
known before-hand how
heavily
Longwood
Theater's production of The Mikado was influenced by Dr. Rosemary Sprague, but her inspiration
did not go unnoticed. In the lobby
of Jarman Theater a display is set
up in honor and rememberance of
Dr. Sprague. Among the few articles found in the cases were her
many books and photographs
from throughout her life. Even
the casual audience member entering the theater to see the play
could not help but be awed by Dr.
Sprague's accomplishments, and
they were about to see yet another. There is no doubt that TJie

Mikado left was perhaps the most
elaborate and well-produced production ever performed at
Longwood.
Everything seemed perfect
from the props and the lighting,
to the actors and the music. The
show involved many technological features that seemed unusual
for a college performance. Each
actor was equipped with a concealed microphone made into the
costume. The orchestra was hidden behind the stage, but actors
could see Dr. Donald Trott, the
orchestra's director, in a monitor
at the back of the theater.
These features were hidden
from the audience, but their effect on the quality of the play was
phenomenal. The cast of The Mikado was terrific. They went be-

yond what is expected of a college performance by investing
vast amounts of time to give an
amazing performance. The men
and women making up the
Camerata Singers and the orchestra were also superb.
Dr. Sprague not only gave
the inspiration for Longwood to
do The Mikado, but she also made
it possible financially. Much of
the budget for the play came from
The Rosemary Sprague Foundation. Her love of the arts and her
gift to Longwood College were
not in vain; they help her live on
in the memories of those who
knew her and those who can only
wish they had the chance. Dr.
Sprague is truly a hero for anyone who appreciates the arts,
teaching, and Longwood College.

Pat McGee Band Benefit
Concert Raises $1100 for
Family of Amy York
by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor
The Pat McGee Band
played a benefit April 15 from 9
PM to 12 AM for Amy York, a
Longwood student and Delta Zeta
sister who passed away in November 1996 from skin cancer.
York had been a fan of the
Pat McGee Band and could often
be found dancing near the front
of the stage at shows. When
McGee was e-mailed about
York's death, McGee suggested
doing the benefit to help raise
money for York's medical bills.
The group also expressed interest in establishing a scholarship
in York's honor in the future.
In a press release, Christina
Funes, co-organizer of the benefit, said, "Because graduating
from Longwood was so important

to Amy, we thought a scholarship
would be appropriate, but this
year, her family has been left with
large medical bills, so we determined that helping her mother
pay off these debts would be our
goal."
Thanks to Longwood students and others in attendance, the
benefit concert raised $1100 for
York's family.
In January 1996, York, a
senior at Longwood, was diagnosed with melanoma. Withdrawing from school for a semester, York underwent surgery at
Duke University Medical Center
and was allowed to take a business course while she recovered
at home in Richmond.
Hoping to graduate in December 1996, Amy returned to
Longwood only to have the can-

cer return that September. In
October, York sought radiation
treatment at Johnston-Willis Hospital for the cancer that had spread
to her liver, bones, and brain. The
Longwood community immediately pulled together and began
to collect funds to help Amy and
her family.
The collected funds, along
with Amy's B.S. in Business,
were to be awarded to York on
November 15. However, York
died November 14 at the age of
22 without the knowledge that she
would be receiving her degree.
Any donations for York's
family should be sent to:
Signet Bank
"Friends for Amy" Account
321 North Arch Road
Richmond, VA 23236

by MELANIE BARKER
Chief Copy Editor

0 you take more vitamins than most people?
|Dp you have sinus
or migraine headaches?
thatjptiwsp^35<*£Ssen? If you answered
yes to all of these questions,
llBeyoucouldbe an alien
According to the Alien AbExperience and Research
jojifcpage at fittp://www.
these ind other
yoorjfoHcteeT'lW
Jose of you who are having
coping with your alien abduction, this site conveniently
provides you with the option to
purchase self-help books like UQ
More Guilt; 1Q Steps to a Stianw

The site reads, "Now you
can purchase this unique coverage for anyone and name yourself
as the beneficiary."
For a one^jrae $19.95 premium (plus $2 for shipping and
handling), you can receive a per
£i>Ucy,
sonalized fti
it, and
Rrequen
a claim form '
leabducting alien.
who aren't
Fceifc*!
abducinterestediothe;
pobcies,
tionresearchorj
at hflp:/
checkout
g/mind/
/www.spj
jejJsayVon
shadow*
lbs on
antf
'Vhoreafly
your reality",
^"rucid dreamandi:
ing and parallel universes."
Other alien abduction sites
for your viewing pleasure are:

Frce Life, Seducing Spirits, and

Alitn Nttirork Rmtpazt

How to Fight Satanic Forces.
Been abducted more than
once? Perhaps you should contact the UFO Abduction Insurance
Company
at
http://
www.gslink.net/~ufo/.
Founded in 1987. the UFO
Abduction Insurance Co. provides coverage for all frequent flyers.

http://ww3.ime.net/~psx/ufo.html
Allen Matte
http://memben.aol.com/billh4608H/
newhome.html
Pjuam
http://www.geocitits.com/Area5l/
2297/
Alien T.ShirtS
http://www.nb.net/-jeaco/alien.html

http:/Avww.mbay.net/~maddog/alien

Congratulations to the New I antbda Iota Tail
Members
Initiate*
Blythe Elizabeth BHlingslcy, Anne I liznbeth
Ferguson, Tlieresa Anne Gregory, Merari V.
Hollingsworth, Marilyn Rose Majerus, Jennifer
Antic MdGrath, Nichol Michelina Pagano, Sandra
Lynne Pleva
Associate Initiates
Megan Eleanor Black, Sarah Frances Blackburn,
( aroline Dzurko, \mbcr Michelc Fain, Heidi
Michelle Hales, Nam i/ ( Uadwick Henderson,
Sara ( atherinc I oirlai e, Stephanie I ara Morris,
lilfiiiiii I ee Park

(l%td,, <C Entertainment
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Special to The Rotunda

A Message from
CHI and Student
Poetry on the CHI
Spirit Around
Longwood
To the Rotunda Staff:
If possible, please print these two poems and our statement in the final issue. We ask that the date and time for
Burning also be printed: Tuesday, April 29 at 10 PM.
Hold the torch of spirit long, keep it strong.
In the Blue and White Spirit,
CHI 1997
The Spirit of CHI Walks On
by Carey Seery, sophomore
Our patron saint
all wrapped up tight
reveals to all
that Chi walks tonight.
The sky rich black
with stars in tact.
The Colonnades full
never to lack.
All curious they stand
all stretched in a line
waiting for that flashlight shine
to seep around the bend of the brick
chanting slowly, deep and thick.
With fascination and fear
all feet stand near
to watch and listen
the words as they hear.
The spirit of Longwood
now echoing loud
encourages us to stand tall and
proud.
The mystery and excitement
holds on strong
for each individual wants to belong.
Flowers are dropped
balls are hung.
The secret is out
the bell has rung.
Stooped and walking
along they go
down the path
in a continuous flow.
Waving waving
in the distance
that s all we know

«-»

of their existence.
The spirit of Chi is our force and
our guide.
Giving us power to do what is right.
We follow their walks,
we follow the spirit.
Chi is Longwood
and I believe in it.
The spirit of Chi walks on.
Longwood
by Melanie Barker, junior
Purely enlightened
underneath the ginkgo.
I listen to a poet teach Whitman
as the white columns of knowledge
burn through the budding leaves.
I begin to compose the lyrics of my
song.
Purely inspired
I grasp knowledge
—the words—
that contribute to my growth.
I feel empowered
as I search for truth in these books.
I learn
in these ancient halls.
I discover myself,
uncover myself,
with each passing day.
I transcend the limits
of merely existing.
I find my voice—
find freedom in these poems,
these novels—on this page.
You have shared your knowledge
with me,
guided me unknowingly.
I am forever indebted to you,
for you have handed me my future
draped in laurels.
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Evidence of CHI Influence
Seen Throughout Longwood
CHI is an organization
whose essential purpose is to promote and maintain a spirit of cooperation among students in every phase of college life, to foster
respect for Longwood and loyalty
to its academic program and extracurricular activities. In fulfilling this aim, CHI hope to be an
organization that supports the entire student body and commits itself to recognizing the efforts of
students, facutly, and organizations.
The tangible evidence of
CHI's presence on campus includes the signs on sidewalks;
walks at night by members robed
in the college colors of blue and
white; letters to the student body
encouraging support of college
and civic functions, as well as

academic excellence. The banner of CHI is white with the
gothic letters CHI in blue. Beneath the letters is a figure of the
Rotunda whose four columns represent the four phases of student
life—social, recreational, academic, and spiritual. It appears
on special occasions to encourage
student support of a campus function. In the spring of each year,
special commendations are given
to students, organizations, faculty,
and staff who have made outstanding contributions of their
time and talents to the college. At
this time, CHI also reveals the
identity of its senior members.
Further evidence of CHI's
work is shown in the past gifts to
the college which have included
the sundial behind the Lancaster

building, the planters outside the
new smoker and Main
Cunningham Hall, the American
flag, the gold eagle standard, two
plaques for French Building, and
the Faculty Recognition plaque in
the Rotunda. CHI has also set up
an emergency scholarship fund,
which is available to students who
need financial assistance in order
to continue their education at
Longwood.
But the real evidence of
CHI can be seen in the hearts and
minds of those who seek its real
purpose of constructive support
and cooperation. One must remember CHI is not the group of
individuals who, for one year,
compose its working staff. CHI
is an ideal—never reached—but
always reached for.

Lancer Productions Selects
Great Acts for Spring Weekend
byJARRETT HAAS
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Lancer Productions did a
great job hiring musical
entertainment for Spring
Weekend. First up Saturday was
a band out of Charleston, SC
named Uncle Mingo. These guys
went far beyond what is usually
expected at a usual college festival.
When asked to name the
kind of music they play, Mookie,
the guitarist, said, "Uncle Mingo
music — groove-happy, sad,
funky, sexual, carnival — freakfilled, hike warm, like hot and
cold."
He said it. Uncle Mingo
pleased the ears with old but un-

expected favorites, like the
Jefferson's theme song, which
they opened with. So everyone
knew right off the bat these guys
were perhaps a little, if not a lot,
different.
Their latest CD, "Little
Baby Brother", lives up to the live
performance. So if you want to
see a great band with a few different twists, catch Uncle Mingo
next time they come nearby. If
you want a cool CD to throw on
at your next party, buy any one
of the Uncle Mingo CDs when
you go see them.
After Uncle Mingo came
an up and coming band that you
are sure to see again around here,
Puddleduck. Even though they
went through some major mem-

ber changes only recently, they
have only gotten better. Only two
of the original members of this
five piece band remain. The bass
player has only been on for about
three weeks, but you would never
know it from seeing them play.
Their pleasing mix of classic
sounds and sheer talent can be
appreciated by all. The drummer,
Jason, informed me that the band
is tightening up their sound in
preparation for a new CD to be
released in early fall. Puddleduck
knows how to perform, with long,
talent-filled jams, and a mix of
good originals blended in with a
few favorites. You can catch
these guys just about anywhere in
Virginia, but recently they have
been headlining larger clubs like
the Bayou in D.C.

Attention Longwood Students! If you
are interested in a staff position with
The Rotunda, please pick up an
application and return it to the
Rotunda office located at Lankford 142
by April 28,1997.
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1997 Orientation Leaders Announced
by DEITRA NANCE
Assistant Editor

With summer vacation
quickly approaching, the Orientation
Leaders have a lot of work to
do in order to get ready to welcome new
students
to
Longwood.
"Orientation Leaders are
responsible for helping new
students adjust to college life.
They can teach students about
campus resources, answer
questions about campus concerns, and show students how

to get involved in campus
activities," said Mary Kaye
Cochran, Director of the New
Student Program.
Cochran
described
Orientation Leaders as being
"positive, spirited role models
who love Longwood, promote
involvement, and encourage
new students to find personal
success."
The Orientation Leader
program began in 1983 as a
way to educate freshmen about
campus life and to ease the
transition between high school
and college. The Orientation
Leader program still strives to
make the transition to college

easier by getting students
involved early in their college
education.
The first step of the orientation
process
involves
Preview, a two day event to
introduce new students and
their families to the Longwood
campus. Before the first week
of school, new students attend
S.A.I.L. Week (Students
Actively
Involved
in
Longwood). This part of orientation is a welcome to the
Farmville and Longwood community. S.A.I.L. Week also
introduces
Longwood
Seminar, a class designed to
teach freshmen about college

life and promote academic and
personal success.
The 1997 Orientation
Leader Co-Chairs are Steve
Turner and Erin Stephens.
Returning Orientation Leaders
include: Karen Adams, Penn
Bain, Preston Bousman, Kali
Brown, Arquena Dailey, Brian
Davis, Karyn Earle, Lisa
Farinholt, Ally son Goin, Stella
Gyapong, Stevie Journey,
Whitney
Light,
Maria
Makowka, Jennifer Melton,
Heather Miller, Stephanie
Morris, Jennifer Panza, Cheryl
Perry, Allison Sandberg, Kelty
Scott, and Tracy Stackpole.
New Orientation Leaders

include: Katie Allen, Chris
Blauert, Amy Bradley, Bryan
Bryant,
Lalisha
Fitchett,
Dorothy Grothouse, Nikesha
Houston, Angela Iacovacci,
Terry Jachimiak, Jammie
Jackson, Steven Jacobson,
Chasity Joyner, Mackenzie
Martin, Rhianna Mathias,
Dennis
Morris,
Shannon
O'Leary, Mary Jane Parker,
Thomas
Radzio,
Tiffany
Shelton,
Burch
Surgeon,
Thomas Walls, Paula Ward,
Jocelyn
Weidner,
Marisa
Wheeling, Kedra Williams,
Robert Wilson, and Robbie
Winston.

Spring Weekend Pictorial

Alpha Sigma Alphas cook chili for the Annual Chili Cook-off.

Alpha Gamma Deltas take a break to enjoy samples from the Chili cook-off.

Lancer Production members sell Spring Weekend T-shirts at their booth.

Ben Leigh gets a bounce out of the Bungee Trampoline.

Cox /Wheeler Hall Council have fun in the mud after a game of Oozeball.

Calvin Klein

Calvin Klein

•hot

the choice is yours
Free cK one Zipper Pull
&

Eau de Toilette Sample
or
Free cK be Scented Bracelet
When You Slop By Our Fragrance Counter
Offer good while supplies last
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Becky Mailloux Named
Longwood Player of the Week
jn^reshman golfer Becky
Ay Mailloux, who helped the
M.
Longwood women's golf
team to its best showing of the
year April 12-13, has been named
Domino's/Longwood College

Women's Player of the Week for
April 6-13. Player of the Week is
chosen by the Longwood Sports
Information Office and sponsored
by Domino's Pizza of Farmville.
Mailloux (pronounced

"May-u") shot a college careerlow 75 in the first round of the
Penn State Lady Lion Invitational
in University Park, Pa., leading
Longwood to a score of 312 and
second place out of 17 teams after the first day.
Mailloux, who
was tied for second
individually after
one round, came
back with an 83 the
second day to tie for
seventh place in a
field of 98 golfers.
Longwood finished
fourth in the final
standings.
"Becky started
the first round with
three bogies and she
finished the last few
holes in pouring
rain," said Coach
Cindy Ho.
^
"She
was
}
striking the ball well
f
and making a lot of
*
putts near the end of
her round."
It was a cold, rainy weekend in Pennsylvania, according to
Mailloux.
"On the first day it was cold
and rainy," said the freshman.
"Sunday it was windy with gusts

up to 40 miles per hour. It began
to snow not long after we finished.
"It was about time we all
had a good round at the same
time," she said referring to the
team's opening day score of 312.
The score was Longwood's best
since the fall of 1994 when the
Lancers shot 310 at Fayetteville.
Mailloux, who finished the
year with a stroke average of 85.0,
got off to a great start last fall,
winning the individual title in the
20th Tina Barrett/Longwood Invitational Tournament in September at Longwood Golf Course.
She shot 79-78-157, beating JMU
veteran and former champ
Danielle Zahaba (80-78-158) by
a stroke. It was Mailloux's first
intercollegiate competition.
The first day leader by a
stroke, Mailloux finished with a
flourish, knocking in a 5-foot
birdie putt on the final hole. It
was the shot that clinched the victory.
A graduate of Scituate High
School, she won the Rhode Island
Women's Golf Association's Junior Crown last July, after earning
all-state honors on the boy's golf
team. Becky is the daughter of
John and Sandra Mailloux.

Lacrosse Team Ends Season with
14-3 win over Sweet Briar
Seniors Stone and Haynes shine in final game at Longwood
The Longwood women's lacrosse team completed its season on
a high note Saturday defeating Sweet
Briar 14-3 at First Avenue Field.
The win put an end to the
Lancers' nine-game losing streak and
placed a positive summation on two
fine lacrosse careers in seniors Emily
Stone (pictured at right) and Kelli Jo
Haynes.
Stone scored five goals on the
afternoon to finish with 75 for her
Longwood career, while Haynes
shunned six Sweet Briar shots at goalkeeper to run her career save total to
342.
The Lancers dominated play
from the onset building a 9-1 halftime lead.
Freshman Jenny Adams
scored three goals, while fellow
Mary lander, Susan Mackley ran her
team-high season goal total to43 With

two more goals against Sweet Briar.

Scoringsingle goals on the afternoon

were junior Ali Brandenburger and
sophomores Laurie
Hogan and Catherine
Howard. Hogan also
tallied three assists,
while Howard and
Mackley each carded
one. Howard finished
the season with a teamhigh nine assists for the
Lancers.
Other team leaders for the season include: Stone with 70
ground balls and 37
draw controls, freshman Heather Wentzel
with 16 interceptions
and Mackley with 50
points and a .428 shooting percentage (43101 ).The Lancers finish
the season with a 3-10
overall record.
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Lancer Baseball Falls In CVAC
Tournament Finals to Mount Olive
ontittued from page 12
After
44
games
Longwood's top bitten include
Fred Stoots (.383), Scott
Hueston (.380), Doug Kenney
(.370), Pfitzner (.366), Shawn
Torian (.360) and Kevin Cox
(.339)
RBI leaders include:
Pfitzner (51, with 15 homers, 4
triples and a Longwood record 19
doubles), Hueston (36), Kenney
(35), Stoots, (32), Torian and Anthony Pennix with 31 each and
Cox (30). Trailing Pfitzner in
homers are Cox (12) and Pennix
(8). Cox has 33 career homers,
fourth on Longwood's all-time
list
While Pfitzner leads in
doubles with 19, Kenney is second with 13. Tim Buffkin is tops
in stolen bases with 10 in 12 at-

tempts. In runs, Pfitzner (48) and
Hueston (45), rank ahead of
Pennix (43).
In pitching, the top ERAs
(among pitchers with 20 or more
innings) belong to Derrick Ellison
(132), Steven Mozucha (2.47),
Anthony Pennix (2.84) and
Robey Caldwell (3.80). Mike
Lewis (6-1) and Mozucha (6-2)
have the most wins. Greg
Edmonds (4-2) is tops in innings
pitched (49) and second in
strikeouts (45). Caldwell has 45
innings and 60 strikeouts, ranking nationally in strikeouts per
nine innings (12.0). Senior Justin Buoch (4-1) has 40 K's in 44
innings. Mozucha and Caldwell
have two saves each. Ellison,
Pennix and Adam Thrift are all
3-0 on the year.

Longwood Tennis Teams
Have Strong Showings in
CVAC Tournament
Longwood men's and
women's tennis teams took part in
the 1997 Carolinas-Virginia Athletic
Conference Tennis Tournament last
Thursday through Saturday at
Queens College in Charlotte, N.C.
Top finishes for the Lancer
women were turned in
by No. 1 Marcia
Osorio (pictured at
right), 2-1 for fifth
place in singles and
No.4JulieWestcott,22 for 6th place in
singles. Osorio also
teamed up with Jennifer Gomer for a fourth
place in the No. 1
doubles competition.
A senior, Osorio
ended her career with
54 wins, breaking the
record of 52 set by
Kelley Regan. Osorio
also was named to the
12-player CVAC AllConference team for
women's tennis. She
finished the year with
a 9-5 record in singles.
On a team basis, Longwood
was seventh in the tournament with
82 points. Team standings were as
follows: Pfeiffer 126, Barton 122,
High Point 116, St. Andrews 98,
Belmont Abbey 92, Erskine 85,
Longwood 82, Coker 81, Mount Olive 65, Queens 63 and Lees-McRae
57.

For the Lancer men, Will Ng
was 2-1 and finished ninth at No. 3
singles, while No. 2 Peter
Matsushigc, No. 5 Jason Holloway
and No. 6 David Lopez placed eighth
in their respective flights.
Longwood was eighth in the
team standings with Barton (126

points) edging High Point (124) for
the title.
Team scores: Barton 126,
High Point 124, Lees-McRae 117,
Pfeiffer 113, Erskine 96, Belmont
Abbey 82, Coker 82, Longwood 64,
Queens 63, Mount Olive 54 and St
Andrews 53.
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Lancers Fall Short in CVAC Baseball Tournament
Nationally-ranked Mount Olive takes title with two wins over Longwood in finals
Longwood already has the
second highest victory total in school history (35),
but the Lancers came up short in
their bid to win the 1997 Pepsi/All
Sport Carolinas-Virginia Athletic
Conference Baseball Tournament
Sunday when regular season
champ Mount Olive beat the Lancers twice to claim the crown.
Winning six of eight games
last week, including four in the
CVAC event at Lancer Stadium,
Coach Buddy Bolding's squad
moved its record to 35-9.
Longwood will wind up the 1997
regular season Thursday with a
3:00 game at Randolph -Macon.
Doubleheaders with St. Paul's
Tuesday and St. Augustine's Saturday and Sunday have been canceled.
Longwood began last week
with a 4-2 and 2-0 sweep at Erskine
Tuesday to clinch second place in
the CVAC standings. Thursday
Longwood beat the Flying Fleet
again in the first round of the tournament 12-10. The Lancers went
on to beat third seed St. Andrews
18-9 Friday, fifth ranked Mount
Olive 6-0 Saturday, and Barton 43 Sunday morning before the Trojans took 8-4 and 15-6 victories to
claim the tournament title.

of the first five innings, Mount
Olive put six runs across in the
third inning of the second game for
a 9-1 lead. A weary Longwood
team, playing its third game of the
day, was unable to get back in contention.
Pfitzner (15) and Cox (12)
added homers for the Lancers with
senior Scott Hueston totaling four
hits, but the Trojans collected 24
hits in all (18 singles). __

Mlount Olive HI 5. Lon™od4-6

Lonrwood4. Ranim 1

Fifth ranked Mount Olive
(38-6) beat Longwood twice Sunday to win the 1997 CVAC Baseball Tournament at Lancer Stadium. In the first game which began at 12:30, Rhett Pfitzner (pictured at top right) put Longwood
up 1-0 with a home run in the first,
but Mount Olive scored one run in
the second and three in the third
off Lancer ace Robey Caldwell to
go up 4-1.
After Longwood answered
with three in the fifth to pull within
one at 5-4, Trojan left-hander Chad
Holland came on in relief and silenced the Lancers the rest of the
way. Kevin Cox (pictured at left)
and Fred Stools also had homers
for Longwood.
Scoring at least once in each

Longwood's David Bassett
hit a bloop single to right field with
two outs in the bottom of the ninth,
scoring Fred Stools with the winning run as the Lancers moved
their CVAC Tournament mark to
4-0 Sunday morning. With the
game tied 3-3, Stools led off with
a double. Then Bassett delivered
his key hit Pfitzner homered for
Longwood in the seventh and
freshman Anthony Pennix turned
in a complete game performance
on the mound. In just his third start
of the season, Pennix struck out
eight and allowed just two earned
runs over nine innings.

GAMES in his career, but none with relief help
BIGGER than the 6-0 decision he from Caldwell,
helped the Lancers take Saturday picked up his fourth
over nationally fifth-ranked Mount win of the season.
Olive in the Carolinas-Virginia Caldwell got his
Athletic Conference Tournament. second save.
Now 6-2 for the year and 2014 for his career, Mozucha handed
the Trojans their first shutout of the Lonewood 12. Erskine
season. He did it by limiting m
Longwood
Mount Olive to seven hits, strikwon its first round
ing out six and walking just one.
game in the Pepsi/
He gave up more than
All Sport CVAC
one hit in just one inBaseball tournaning, the eighth when
ment Thursday
he faced a basesbeating Erskine 12loaded situation with
10 behind five RBI
two outs. The senior
from Cox. Also for
right-hander got the
the Lancers, Pennix
final out in the eighth
and Hueston had
on a grounder to first
three hits each.
base.
Pennix had two
Longwood's
triples and Hueston one, the 20th
career strikeout
of his career. Cox and Torian deleader, Mozucha also
livered run-scoring singles in the
picked up a win in
bottom of the eighth which enabled
the Lancers' first
the Lancers to win. Mozucha came
tournament win
on to pitch the final two innings
Thursday when he
and pick up the victory.
came on in relief to
pitch two scoreless
innings in a 12-10
Lancer victory. He
has 241 career
strikeouts.
Pennix provided all the runs
The Longwood softball team's
Mozucha would need with his season came to an end Friday when
eighth homer of the season and a Belmont Abbey scored three runs in
sacrifice fly in the fourth when the the bottom of the seventh inning in
Lancers scored three runs to lake a the play-in round of the Carolinas4-0 lead.
VirgmiaAthletic Conference TournaDoug Kenney drove in a pair ment in Florence, S.C.
of runs and Stools had two hits with
The Lancers held a 3-1 advanan RBI for Longwood, now. The tage entering the bottom of the sevLancers totaled 12 hits in the con- enth but gave up three unearned runs
test.
to fad 4-3. With the loss, Longwood
was eliminated from the tournament
Lmewood 18. Si. Andrews 9
with a final season record of 7-22.
Longwood got 5 RBI from
The Lancers struck early postCox and 5 hits and 4 RBI from ing a run in the top of the first as junHueston en route to an 18-9 vic- ior Mary Helen Sherrod came in to
tory over St. Andrews Friday in the score on a passed ball, giving LC the
CVAC Baseball Tournament. The lead Belmont Abbey struck back in
Lancers stopped St Andrews 15- the second with a run to tie the game.
game win streak as Cox hit his 9th
Longwood again built a lead
and 10th homers of the season. in the fifth as sophomore Karen
Pennix and Bassett also homered Ambrose doubled home freshman
for Longwood while Shawn Torian Kelly Walsh. Again in the sixth, the
had three hits. Greg Edmonds, Lancers would score as freshman

Lancer Leaders
On a team basis, Longwood
is hitting .343 with a fielding percentage of .959 and an earned run
average of 3.99.
see LANCER BASEBALL, page 11

Softball Eliminated by
Belmont Abbey, 4-3

Lonitwood 6. Mount Olive Q
Longwood pitcher Steven
Mozucha has won many BIG

Michelle Gulick singled and found
her way home on another passed ball.
The 3-1 lead would stand until one out in the Crusader half of the
seventh when three Lancer errors
helped push across the winning runs
for the Abbey. Walsh led the Lancers
in hitting for the game going 2-3,
while Ambrose's double was the only
extra base hit of the game for either
team.
Freshman Celina Patton took
the pitching loss for the Lancers,
which dropped her season record to
4-10.
For the season, LC was led in
hitting by freshman Kari Harrell, who
missed the conference tournament
game with Belmont Abbey. Harrell
finished with a 377 average. She was
followed closely by sophomore
Libby Gough at 369. Gough was
named to the CVAC all-conference
second team at third base.

